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To sense myriad environmental odors, animals have evolved multiple, large families of divergent olfactory receptors. How and why
distinct receptor repertoires and their associated circuits are functionally and anatomically integrated is essentially unknown. We have
addressed these questions through comprehensive comparative analysis of the Drosophila olfactory subsystems that express the iono-
tropic receptors (IRs) and odorant receptors (ORs). We identify ligands for most IR neuron classes, revealing their specificity for select
amines and acids, which complements the broader tuning of ORs for esters and alcohols. IR and OR sensory neurons exhibit glomerular
convergence in segregated, although interconnected, zones of the primary olfactory center, but these circuits are extensively interdigi-
tated in higher brain regions. Consistently, behavioral responses to odors arise from an interplay between IR- and OR-dependent
pathways.We integrate knowledge on the different phylogenetic and developmental properties of these receptors and circuits to propose
models for the functional contributions and evolution of these distinct olfactory subsystems.
Introduction
Animal olfactory systems have evolved to extract vital informa-
tion from the vast universe of environmental volatiles with sen-
sitivity, specificity, and short- and long-term flexibility. The
challenges of odor detection aremet by large repertoires of diver-
gent odorant receptors (ORs) (Spehr and Munger, 2009; Tou-
hara and Vosshall, 2009). In phylogenetically diverse species,
individual olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) generally express a
single OR (Fuss and Ray, 2009), which is the primary determi-
nant of odor response specificity. The axons of OSNs expressing
the same receptor converge onto segregated regions of neuropil
called glomeruli in the olfactory bulb (or antennal lobe in insects)
(Hansson et al., 1992; Mombaerts et al., 1996; Zou et al., 2009).
Here, OSNs synapse with projection neurons (PNs) that transmit
odor-evoked signals to higher brain regions (Mori et al., 1999;
Masse et al., 2009), as well as with local interneurons (LNs) that
modulate OSN input and PN output activity within and between
glomeruli (Christensen et al., 1993; Wachowiak and Shipley,
2006; Chou et al., 2010b).
Multiple families of olfactory receptors exist in diverse species,
including five classes of olfactory G-protein-coupled receptors
(GPCRs) in vertebrates: ORs, V1Rs, V2Rs, TAARs and FPRs
(Spehr andMunger, 2009). These families are expressed in OSNs
that are located in different peripheral olfactory organs and proj-
ect to segregated brain regions, suggesting that they fulfill distinct
functions such as food or pheromone detection. However, only a
very small number of individual vertebrate olfactory receptors
and circuits have been analyzed in vivo (Spehr andMunger, 2009;
Touhara and Vosshall, 2009).
Theolfactory systemof adultDrosophilamelanogasterhas similar
organizational principles to that of vertebrates, at a greatly reduced
scale (45 ORs compared with 1300 in mice) (Vosshall and
Stocker, 2007;TouharaandVosshall, 2009).Thisnumerical simplic-
ity has permitted comprehensive characterization of theDrosophila
olfactory pathways (Benton, 2007; Vosshall and Stocker, 2007; Su et
al., 2009). However, these studies revealed a substantial gap in our
knowledge, because25% of OSNs do not express ORs (Couto et
al., 2005; Fishilevich and Vosshall, 2005).
We recently described a second family of insect olfactory recep-
tors called the ionotropic receptors (IRs), which are expressed in the
complementary set of non-OR OSNs in the major olfactory organ,
the antenna (Benton et al., 2009). In contrast to insect ORs, which
define an insect-specific class of polytopic transmembrane proteins
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unrelated to GPCRs (Benton et al., 2006), IRs have derived from
ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluRs) and are found across the
protostomian branch of the animal kingdom (Croset et al., 2010).
Moreover, whereas OR repertoires are primarily species specific
(Robertson and Wanner, 2006; Carey et al., 2010), many IRs are
conserved in most or all insects (Croset et al., 2010). The distinct
molecular, expression and evolutionary properties of ORs and IRs
suggest that these repertoires may play different roles in olfactory
detection. In this work, we present systematic analyses of the neuro-
anatomical and physiological properties of IR olfactory circuits,
which provide insights into the contrasting origins, evolution, and
function of these olfactory subsystems.
Materials andMethods
Drosophila genetics. Drosophila stocks were maintained on conventional
food medium under a 12 h light/dark cycle at 25°C (or 22°C for flies for
imaging and behavioral analysis). The wild-type strain for the electro-
physiological screen was the genome-sequenced strain (Bloomington
Stock Center stock number 2057) (Adams et al., 2000) and an isogenized
w1118 strain for the behavioral experiments. We used the following mu-
tant and transgenic strains: IR8a1, IR8a–GAL4, IR25a–GAL4 (Abuin et
al., 2011), IR25a2 (Benton et al., 2009), Orco1 (formerly OR83b1)
(Larsson et al., 2004), OR35af02057 (Yao et al., 2005), IR64a–GAL4 (Ai et
al., 2010), IR76a–GAL4 (Benton et al., 2009), OR35a–GAL4 (Fishilevich
and Vosshall, 2005), GR28b.d–GAL4 (Thorne and Amrein, 2008),UAS–
nls:GFP (Sachse et al., 2007), UAS–mCD8:GFP (Lee and Luo, 1999),
UAS–nsyb:GFP (Vosshall et al., 2000), and UAS–DTI (diphtheria toxin)
(Han et al., 2000).
New transgenic Drosophila strains were generated by standard proce-
dures with either P-element-mediated transformation (most IR
promoter-GAL4 lines) or, for all other transgenes, the phiC31-based in-
tegration system using attP-3B VK00038 (X chromosome), attP40 (sec-
ond chromosome), or attP2 (third chromosome) landing sites (Bischof
et al., 2007; Markstein et al., 2008) (Genetic Services).
Molecular biology. For all plasmid constructs, desired products were
amplified using the Expand High Fidelity PLUS PCR system (Roche)
from Oregon-R genomic DNA, T:A cloned into pGEM-T Easy (Pro-
mega), sequenced, and subcloned—with restriction enzymes whose sites
were incorporated into the PCR primers—into appropriate vectors as
described below:
IR promoter–GAL4 transgenes. For most IRs, the indicated length of
DNA immediately upstream of the predicted IR start codon was cloned
into pCaSpeR–AUG–Gal4 (Vosshall et al., 2000): IR31a–GAL4 (583 bp),
IR40a–GAL4 (3011 bp), IR75d–GAL4 (1995 bp), IR76b–GAL4 (916 bp),
IR84a–GAL4 (1964 bp), and IR92a–GAL4 (4113 bp). For IR75a–GAL4,
7833 bp immediately upstreamand 1921 bpdownstreamof the predicted
ORF were cloned 5 and 3 of GAL4 in pED36 (Demir and Dickson, 2005),
respectively. For IR41a–GAL4, 2474 bp immediately upstream of the pre-
dicted start codon were cloned into pattB GAL4 (Croset et al., 2010).
UAS–gypsyGCaMP1.6gypsy. To generate a more highly GAL4-
inducible GCaMP1.6 transgene, we flanked the GCaMP1.6 coding se-
quence (Ohkura et al., 2005) with gypsy insulator sequences (Markstein
et al., 2008) in pUAST attB (Bischof et al., 2007). Comparison of basal
fluorescence levels of this transgene and a UAS–GCaMP1.6 transgene
(Reiff et al., 2005) induced by Orco–GAL4 (Wang et al., 2003) indicated
2.5-fold higher expression levels (data not shown).
IR8a rescue transgene (IR8arescue). The IR8a promoter (Abuin et al.,
2011) was cloned directly upstream of the full-length IR8a cDNA (Abuin
et al., 2011) in pattB (Bischof et al., 2007). Restoration of IR8a expression
from this transgene was verified in an IR8a null mutant background
(data not shown).
Orco rescue transgene (Orcorescue). Because Orco–GAL4-driven UAS–
Orco does not fully recapitulate wild-type levels of Orco expression
(Larsson et al., 2004), we generated a rescue construct consisting of the
bacterial artificial chromosome CH322–81L19, which carries a 20 Mb
region of genomic DNA spanning the Orco locus (Venken et al., 2009)
(BACPAC Resources Center, Children’s Hospital Oakland Research In-
stitute). Restoration of Orco expression from this transgene was verified
in an Orco null mutant background (data not shown).
Electrophysiology. Extracellular recordings in single sensilla of 1- to
14-d-old flies were performed essentially as described (Benton et al.,
2007). Odors (Sigma and Fluka) were diluted to 1% (v/v) unless other-
wise noted in the figures; L-glycine and L-glutamic acid were diluted to 1
M and gaseous carbon dioxide was used at 100%. CAS numbers, solvents,
and purities for odorants will be provided on request. Coeloconic sensilla
classes were identified by their characteristic morphology, their stereo-
typical distribution on the antennal surface, and their responses to one or
more diagnostic odors (Yao et al., 2005; Benton et al., 2009).
Corrected responses were quantified by counting all spikes recorded
from an individual sensillum [because of difficulties in reliably distin-
guishing spikes from individual neurons (Yao et al., 2005)] during a 0.5 s
window starting 150–200 ms after the stimulus trigger. This period was
defined precisely for each recording session with a control odor response
and represents principally the time for the odor to reach the preparation.
From this spike value, we subtracted the number of spontaneous spikes
in a 0.5 s window before stimulation and doubled the result to obtain the
odor-evoked spikes per second. To obtain a solvent-corrected response,
we subtracted the spike frequency evoked by the corresponding solvent
for each odor.
To compare OR and IR response profiles, we used a subset of data from
our electrophysiological screen and that of a screen for OR ligands (Hallem
and Carlson, 2006), corresponding to the 85 common odor stimuli. The
shape of the tuning curves was quantified by calculating lifetime kurtosis
(KL), using the following formula:KL   1Mi1M ri  rr 
4  3,where
M is the number of stimuli presented, r1… rM are the sensillum responses,
and r and r are the mean and the SD of the responses (Willmore and
Tolhurst, 2001). We compared lifetime kurtosis values for IR sensilla with
both individual ORs, as well as with OR sensilla, in which we summed the
odor-evoked responses of all ORs expressed in neurons of each sensillum
class according to published expressionmaps (Couto et al., 2005).
To compare the physicochemical properties of IR and OR ligands, we
defined a set of the strongest agonists for IR and OR repertoires as those
that provoked an increase of the spiking frequency of at least 35% of the
increase provoked by the best IR or OR ligand, respectively. This thresh-
old corresponded to 61 spikes/s for IR ligands (including 15 of 168 tested
odors) and 100 spikes/s forOR ligands (including 68 of 110 tested odors).
For these chemicals, we retrieved a set of 32 DRAGON descriptors
(http://vcclab.org/lab/edragon/start.html), which are optimized for vol-
atile odor ligands (Haddad et al., 2008). The descriptors were normalized
for additional analyses using z-scores (raw score minus mean score, di-
vided by the SD). Principal component analysis (PCA) and hierarchical
cluster analysis of theDRAGONdescriptors were performed using PAST
(Hammer et al., 2001; Carey et al., 2010). PCA was performed using the
correlationmatrix, andWard’smethodbased onEuclidean distanceswas
used to perform the hierarchical cluster analysis.
Histology. We used the following primary antibodies: mouse mono-
clonal nc82 at 1:10 (provided by A. Hofbauer, University of Regensburg,
Regensburg, Germany), rabbit -GFP at 1:1000 (Invitrogen), mouse
-GFP at 1:500 (Invitrogen), rabbit -Orco at 1:10,000 (Larsson et al.,
2004), and guinea pig-IR8a at 1:1000 (Abuin et al., 2011). Goat second-
ary antibodies—Alexa Fluor 488-, Cy3-, and Cy5-conjugated
-mouse, rabbit, and guinea pig IgG (Invitrogen; Jackson Immu-
noResearch)—were used at either 1:1000 (for combined FISH/immu-
nofluorescence on antennal sections) or 1:100 (for whole-mount
brain immunofluorescence).
Immunofluorescence on whole-mount brains. Flies, with appendages
removed, were fixed for 40 min in 4% formaldehyde in PBS (all steps at
room temperature unless otherwise stated), rinsed twice, and washed
two times for 30 min in PBS plus 0.2% Triton X-100 (P/T). Brains were
dissected in 5% heat-inactivated normal goat serum in P/T (P/T/S),
blocked for at least an additional 30 min in P/T/S and incubated in
primary antibodies diluted in P/T/S for 48 h at 4°C. After washing three
times for 30 min in P/T, secondary antibodies diluted in P/T/S were
applied and left overnight at 4°C. Brains were washed three times for 30
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min in P/T and mounted on slides with bridge coverslips in Vectashield
(Vector Laboratories).
Immunofluorescence on antennae. Immunofluorescence on antennal
cryosections was performed as described (Abuin et al., 2011). For visu-
alization of endogenous nls:GFP fluorescence inwhole-mount antennae,
tissue was dissected from the head in P/T, fixed for 10 min with 4%
formaldehyde in P/T, washed three times for 10 min in P/T, and
mounted directly in Vectashield.
Combined fluorescent RNA in situ hybridization and immunofluores-
cence. Fourteen micrometer antennal cryosections in OCT (Tissue-Tek)
were collected on slides and fixed for 10min in 4% formaldehyde in PBS.
After washing three times for 3 min in PBS, sections were acetylated for
10 min (9.25 g of triethanolamine HCl and 1.12 ml of 10N NaOH in 500
ml of H2O), washed three times for 5 min in PBS, and incubated for 1 h
at 65°C in hybridization solution (50% formamide, 5 SSC, 5 Den-
hardt’s solution, 50 g/ml yeast tRNA, 100 g/ml herring sperm DNA,
50 g/ml heparin, 2.5 mM EDTA, 0.1% Tween 20, and 0.25% CHAPS).
Digoxygenin-labeled RNA probes for IR genes (Benton et al., 2009) were
diluted in hybridization solution and applied to slides, which were over-
laidwith a coverslip to reduce evaporation and incubated in a humidified
chamber for 16–24 h at 65°C. Coverslips were removed by soaking slides
in 5 SSCprewarmed to 65°C andwashed three times for 20min in 0.2
SSC at 65°C. After 5min rinsing in TN buffer (100mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5,
150 mM NaCl), sections were incubated for 30 min in 0.5% blocking
reagent (PerkinElmer Life and Analytical Sciences) in TN (TNB). Pri-
mary antibodies (anti-DIG–peroxidase and anti-GFP) were diluted in
TNB and incubated on slides overnight at 4°C. After three washes for 5
min in TN buffer plus 0.05% Tween-20 (TNT), FITC–tyramide diluted
1:50 in amplification reagent (TSA kit; PerkinElmer Life and Analytical
Sciences) was incubated with slides for 10 min. Slides were washed three
times for 5 min in TNT, and the secondary antibody diluted in TNB was
applied and left for 2 h. Sections were washed three times for 5 min in
TNT andmounted inVectashield. Allmicroscopywas performed using a
Carl Zeiss LSM 510 Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope. The three-
dimensional reconstruction of the antennal lobe and analysis of interglo-
merular distances were performed using Imaris version 6.4 (Bitplane
Scientific Software).
Optical imaging. Imaging experiments were performed essentially as
described (Pelz et al., 2006; Silbering and Galizia, 2007). In brief, 1- to
3-week-old female flies were cold-anesthetized and fixed to Plexiglas
chambers by their neck. Antennae were pulled forward using fine wire
(Rediohm-800; H. P. Reid) to allow visual access to the antennal lobes.
The head was covered by a thin foil held by a perforated plastic coverslip
and sealed with two-component silicon to prevent leakage and keep the
antennae dry (KwikSil;World Precision Instruments). A drop of Ringer’s
saline (in mM: 130 NaCl, 5 KCl, 2 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2, 36 saccharose, and 5
HEPES, pH 7.3) was placed on the head, a square region of cuticle be-
tween the eyes (to the sides) and the ocelli and antennae (to the back and
front) was excised, and the air sacs and fat bodies removed. The prepa-
ration was rinsed several times with Ringer’s solution and placed under a
microscope for imaging.
Images were acquired with a CCD camera (CoolSNAP-HQ2 Digital
CameraSystem)mountedona fluorescencemicroscope (upright fixed stage
Carl Zeiss Axio Examiner D1) equipped with a 20 water-immersion ob-
jective (W “Plan-Apochromat” 20/1,0 M27 DIC). Excitation light of 470
nmwas produced with a monochromator (VisiChrome). Light was guided
through a filter block consisting of a 450–490nmexcitation filter, a dichroic
mirror (T495LP), and a 500–550 nm emission filter (Chroma ET). Binned
image sizewas350225pixels on the chip, corresponding to210135m
inthepreparation.Exposure timevariedbetween40and100ms toadjust for
different basal fluorescence values across preparations. Ten-second films
were recordedwithanacquisitionrateof4Hz.Metafluor software (Visitron)
was used to control the camera, light, and data acquisition.
Odors were delivered with a custom-made olfactometer. A main air
stream (1 L/min)was directed to the fly through a 0.4mm inner diameter
tubing, placed0.5 cm from the fly head. At 27 cm upstream of the exit
of the tubing, a secondary air stream (1 L/min) was added. Both air
streams were generated by vacuum pumps (KNF Neuberger), and the
flow rate was controlled by two independent rotameters (Analyt). The
secondary air streamwas guided either through an empty 2ml syringe or
through a 2 ml syringe containing 20 l of odor (diluted 1% v/v, unless
stated otherwise) or solvent on a small cellulose pad (Kettenbach) to
generate 1 s odor pulses. To switch between control or odor stimulus
application, a three-way magnetic valve (The Lee Company) was con-
trolled by the acquisition software (Metafluor) via a VC6 valve controller
unit (Harvard Apparatus). Odor stimulation occurred during frames 16
through 19 of the acquisition.
Data were processed using NIH ImageJ (with a Mac biophotonics
plug-in; www.macbiophotonics.ca) and custom-written programs in
Matlab and R. Time-series images corresponding to one experiment
(25 measurements of 40 frames taken from one fly) were first aligned
using StackReg/TurboReg (http://bigwww.epfl.ch/thevenaz/stackreg/)
in NIH ImageJ. Raw images were then segmented in individual 40-frame
measurements. Each measurement was bleach corrected by fitting a
double-exponential function to the relative mean fluorescence in the
labeled glomeruli over time, excluding the frames covering 5 s after stim-
ulus onset.
We then calculated the relative change in fluorescence (F/F ) for each
frame of each measurement as (Fi F0)/F0 100, where F0 is the mean
fluorescence value of frames 6–14 (before odor presentation), and Fi is
the fluorescence value for the ith frame of the measurement. Activity
traces were produced calculating the mean F/F within a circular region
of interest with a diameter of 10 pixels and transformed into heat maps
using NIH ImageJ. The same region of interest was used for all measure-
ments from the same animal.
Projection neuron analysis. PN images from three different sources
(Wong et al., 2002; Jefferis et al., 2007; Chiang et al., 2011) were brought
into a common reference space for analysis. The common template
(“Cell07”) was that of Jefferis et al. (2007), so 236 PN images from that
study did not require additional processing. The anti-Discs large (anti-
Dlg) channel of 35 confocal images from Chiang et al. (2011) was regis-
tered to a single female template brain (flycircuit id 6475, “FC6475”),
chosen for good quality staining and imaging, using the CMTK toolkit
(www.nitrc.org/projects/cmtk) as described previously (Cachero et al.,
2010). The FC6475 template brainwas then registered to the Cell07 brain
using a landmarks registration based on 24 manually chosen anatomical
landmarks visible in both anti-Dlg and nc82 staining. This landmarks
registration used the pnreg command of the IRTK toolkit (www.doc.
ic.ac.uk/dr/software), which uses nonlinear third-order B-spline regis-
tration (Rueckert et al., 1999). The per axis registration accuracy for
independent landmarks (not used during the registration) was 3.3 m,
which is comparable with that of previous studies (Jefferis et al., 2007; Yu
et al., 2010b).
Three VL2a projection neuron images from Wong et al. (2002) were
each registered using 10–14 landmarks to the Cell07 template. Although
those brains had weak nc82 staining, the only reliable marker was
GH146–GAL4-driven expression of a CD2 reporter. We therefore used a
two-channel confocal image of an nc82-stained brain containing
GH146-driven mCD8:GFP expression that had been registered via its
nc82 channel to the Cell07 template to help choose landmarks. Land-
marks registration was again via the pnreg command of IRTK.
Neuronal tracing was performed in Amira (www.amira.com) with the
hxskeletonize plugin (Evers et al., 2005). The 3D coordinates of neuronal
tracings were then transformed from their respective original image co-
ordinates using the CMTK gregxform tool (flycircuit images3 FC6475
template) and the IRTK ptransform tool (FC64753 Cell07, three VL2a
images 3 FC6475). The underlying tools were called via custom code
written in R (www.r-project.org), which was also used for 2D plots and
3D visualization of the transformed neuronal tracings using the Analy-
sisSuite R package (Jefferis et al., 2007). R source code, landmark files,
and template brain images will be available on publication at
http://flybrain.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk.
Behavioral analysis. We adapted the T-maze olfactory choice assay
(Helfand and Carlson, 1989). All mutant strains were backcrossed for
five generations to our isogenic w1118 stock before behavioral analysis.
Adult flies (2–8 d old) were starved in glass vials with humidified tissue
paper for 24 h and transferred to empty 10 ml polystyrene assay tubes
(Semadeni 2168) 2 h before the experiment.
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propyl acetate
ethyl propionate
ethyl acetate
methyl acetate
geranyl acetone
l−fenchone
r−carvone
(S)−(+)−carvone
2−nonanone
phenylacetone
3−octanone
2−octanone
6−methyl−5−hepten−2−one
3−acetylpyridine
acetophenone
2−heptanone
gamma−hexalactone
2−hexanone
gamma−valerolactone
cyclohexanone
acetoin
2−pentanone
gamma−butyrolactone
2,3−butanedione
2−butanone
acetone
(−)−beta−citronellol
ethanolamine
linalool oxide
geraniol
(−)−linalool
linalool
4−ethylguaiacol
4−methylphenol
3−methylphenol
2−methylphenol
2−ethylfenchol
eugenol
decanol
DL−menthol
eucalyptol
nonanol
3−octanol
octanol
1,3−octenol
2−phenylethanol
heptanol
1−methylcyclohexanol
4−methylcyclohexanol
benzyl alcohol
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2−hexanol
3−hexanol
hexanol
trans−2−hexen−1−ol
cis−3−hexen−1−ol
cyclohexanol
glycerol
2,3−butanediol
2−pentanol
pentanol
3−methyl−1−butanol
isobutanol
butanol
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ethanol
methanol
cis−11−hexadecenal
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phenylacetaldehyde
heptanal
benzaldehyde
hexanal
2−hexenal
furfural
valeraldehyde
butyraldehyde
propionaldehyde
acetaldehyde
spermine
spermidine
phenylethylamine
benzyl cyanide
heptylamine
cadaverine
N−methylpiperidine
cyclohexylamine
1,4−diaminobutane
pentylamine
isoamylamine
pyridine
butylamine
pyrrolidine
trimethylamine
ethylamine
dimethylamine
ammonia
nonanoic acid
L-glutamic acid
2−ethylhexanoic acid
octanoic acid
phenylacetic acid
heptanoic acid
hexanoic acid
2−oxopentanoic acid
isovaleric acid
valeric acid
2−oxobutyric acid
DL−lactic acid
isobutyric acid
butyric acid
pyruvic acid
L-glycine
propionic acid
acetic acid
hydrogen chloride
Figure1. Odor responseprofiles of IR-expressing coeloconic sensilla neurons. Electrophysiological responses in the four antennal coeloconic sensilla classes (ac1–ac4) to168odors (meanSEM;
n  4, mixed genders), representing the summed, solvent-corrected activities of the IR-expressing neurons they house, indicated in the diagrams (Figure legend continues.)
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Odors were diluted in distilled water or paraffin oil to 10% v/v, except
phenylacetic acid, which was diluted to 15 g/L. Two hundred microliters
of odor or solvent were loaded onto 4 3.5 cm filter papers and placed in
14 ml culture tubes (Falcon 352059, Milian), which were plugged onto
polystyrene assay tubes with perforated bottoms and fitted on the side
holes of the T-maze for odor delivery during the experiment. Odor de-
livery occurred by passive diffusion of the odor molecules into the tube,
without additional airflow.
Twenty-five to 45 flies (median 33, q25  30, q75  36) were gently
tapped into the elevator of a T-maze, which was then lowered to the
choice point, offering flies the opportunity to select the arm containing
an odor or the arm containing the solvent during 1 min. After this time,
the elevatorwas lifted, and the flies in the three compartments (odor side,
solvent side, and elevator) were quantified. The response index (RI) was
calculated as follows: [(number of flies in the odor compartment) 
(number of flies in the solvent compartment)]/total number of flies as-
sayed (including those remaining in the elevator). All experiments were
conducted under red light.
Data were analyzed using R software. The Mann–Whitney U test was
used to compare the samples of the two genotypes for one odor. The
Benjamini–Hochberg method was used to correct the p values for mul-
tiple comparisons. Differences were considered significant if the adjusted
p value was	0.05.
Results
OR and IR sensory neurons are tuned to complementary
chemical classes of odors
We first determined the odor response profile of IR-expressing
OSNs by extending a previous electrophysiological screen of 45
odors (Yao et al., 2005) to a set of 168 structurally diverse chem-
icals (Fig. 1). Drosophila OSNs project their sensory dendrites
into porous hairs called sensilla on the surface of the antenna
(Benton, 2007; Vosshall and Stocker, 2007). Antennal sensilla
comprise three morphological classes (Shanbhag et al., 1999):
basiconic and trichoid, which are innervated by OR-expressing
OSNs, and coeloconic sensilla, into which IR OSNs extend their
dendrites (Stocker, 2001; Yao et al., 2005; Benton et al., 2009).
There are four classes of coeloconic sensilla (ac1–ac4), which
house two or three neurons each (Yao et al., 2005). We have
previously defined nine classes of coeloconic neurons, which ex-
press distinct and stereotyped combinations of IR genes (Fig. 1)
(Benton et al., 2009), as well as one or both of the broadly ex-
pressed coreceptors IR8a and IR25a (Abuin et al., 2011). Extracellu-
lar recordings from individual sensilla thus permit simultaneous
analysis of the activities of several OSNs [reliable spike sorting to
identify individual neurons is not possible (Fig. 1 legend) (Yao et al.,
2005)]. In addition to the sensilla on the antennal surface, IRs are
expressed in sensory neurons in two structures, the sacculus and
arista, that are inaccessible to peripheral physiological recordings
(see below) (Benton et al., 2009). Because ac3 sensilla contain a
neuron also expressing a broadly tuned OR, OR35a (Yao et al.,
2005), we performed our screen of this sensillum class in OR35a
mutants to remove contributions of this receptor to the analyzed
odor responses (Fig. 1).
Our screen confirmed and extended the previous smaller-
scale analysis (Yao et al., 2005): robust odor responses (50
spikes/s) were extremely sparse, encompassing	3% of odor–
sensilla combinations (Figs. 1, 2A). Nevertheless, we identified
several new agonists for IR neurons, including dimethylamine
in ac1, 2,3-butanedione, acetic acid, and pyridine in ac2,
2-oxopentanoic acid in ac3, and phenylethylamine and phe-
nylacetic acid in ac4. Notably, the vast majority of IR neuron
agonists belong to two chemical classes: amines and carboxylic
acids (Figs. 1, 2A). We also identified a number of antagonists,
which reduce the spontaneous firing frequency of these neu-
rons; the most potent of these were amines (Fig. 1).
To compare the odor response profiles of IR OSNs with those
of ORs, we retrieved physiological data available for 24 of 39
antennal ORs (Hallem and Carlson, 2006; Vosshall and Stocker,
2007). We first compared the tuning profiles of these receptor
repertoires by computing lifetime kurtosis for the subset of 85
odors common to these twodatasets (seeMaterials andMethods)
(Willmore and Tolhurst, 2001) (Fig. 2B). IR sensilla have higher
lifetime kurtosis values—reflecting narrower tuning breadth—
than the vast majority of ORs (Fig. 2B). This measure is likely to
represent a significant underestimate of the higher selectivity of
IR OSNs, because it reflects a comparison of IR sensilla, which
contain one to three differently tuned neurons (see below), with
responses of individual ORs (Hallem et al., 2004). Indeed, com-
putation of lifetime kurtosis for OR sensilla (by summing the
responses of all ORs within a common sensillum) further high-
lighted the distinction in tuning breadth compared with IR sen-
silla (Fig. 2B).
We next compared the identity of odor ligands recognized by
IR and OR neurons through two different approaches. First, we
generated a “summed response profile” of theORs and IRs for the
85 common odor stimuli tested by adding together odor-evoked
spike responses for all individual ORs and for all IR sensilla (Fig.
2C). Although absolute summed responses for individual odors
are difficult to compare quantitatively because of the larger size of
the OR repertoire, this analysis offers a qualitative view of ligand
preferences for these different receptors. When ordered by de-
scending OR response, we observed that the most potent ligands
for this receptor class were esters, alcohols, and ketones, which
evoke no or very low responses in IR sensilla (Fig. 2C). As de-
scribed above, the best IR ligands were predominantly carboxylic
acids and amines; notably, these chemical classes evoke little or
no activity in the OR repertoire (Fig. 2C).
Second, we compared the distributions of OR and IR ligands
in physicochemical space by using an odor metric of 32 opti-
mized molecular descriptors (Haddad et al., 2008)—such as the
aromaticity index and global topological charge—for the ago-
nists of these receptor repertoires. The position of individual
odors within this 32-dimensional coordinate system can be di-
mensionally reduced and visualized by PCA (Fig. 2D). Odors
with similar physicochemical properties cluster more closely to-
gether than those that are dissimilar, providing an alternative to
the InternationalUnionof Pure andAppliedChemistry (IUPAC)
classification scheme (Fig. 1) (Panico et al., 1993), which might
4
(Figure legend continued.) at the top [the broadly expressed IR8a and IR25a coreceptors are not
indicated (Abuin et al., 2011)]. We quantified summed responses because the small and over-
lapping spike amplitude of coeloconic neurons makes reliable spike sorting extremely difficult
(Benton et al., 2009); a previous analysis was able to distinguish only two of the three neurons
in ac1 and ac2 sensilla and was unable to discriminate the three OSNs in ac4 (Yao et al., 2005).
Negative values indicate responses smaller than those evoked by the corresponding solvent,
most likely attributable to suppression of basal activity in these neurons (Yao et al., 2005).
Solvent responses are as follows: ac1, water, 19.69 3.06; paraffin oil, 19.69 3.25; ac2,
water, 23.334.79; paraffin oil, 28.224.92; ac3,water, 14.392.47; paraffin oil, 16.48
2.16; ac4, water, 6.06  1.91; paraffin oil, 1.56  1.36. The summing of responses from
neurons within a sensillum that display opposite changes in spike frequency will unavoidably
lead to underestimations of evoked responses, but this is likely to affect only a very small
minority of odor/neuronpairs. Odorants are color codedby functional group; chemicals contain-
ing multiple distinct functional groups were classified according to the IUPAC nomenclature of
organic chemistry (Panico et al., 1993).We used awild-type strain for all sensilla except for ac3,
in which we recorded from amutant line, OR35af02057, which lacks the function of this broadly
tuned OR (Yao et al., 2005). Data for ac4 sensilla are in part adapted from our unpublished
observations (Y.G., R.R., and R.B.).
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Figure 2. Comparison of the odor tuning properties of IR and OR repertoires. A, Tuning curves of coeloconic sensilla classes. The 168 odorants are displayed along the x-axis according to the
magnitude of response they elicit, with the best agonists placed near the center of the distribution and the weakest agonists toward the edges. The top 10 odor ligands for each sensillum class are
shown in the magnification of the central portion of the distribution. B, Lifetime kurtosis of the four classes of coeloconic sensilla (green) compared with that of individual ORs (magenta, left)
and of the sensilla classes housing OR-expressing neurons (magenta, right), calculated from data in Figure 1 and the study by Hallem and Carlson (Figure legend continues.)
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not take into account all relevant properties of odorants (see
Materials and Methods). The majority of OR ligands cluster
within a single region in the three-dimensional PC space, corre-
sponding to esters and alcohols (Fig. 2D). In contrast, IR agonists
are dispersed in this space, indicating that although these recep-
tors recognize only a very small number of ligands, these odors
have very diverse physicochemical properties. Similar conclu-
sions were also made by an analysis using a larger set of 1664
molecular descriptors (Haddad et al., 2008) as well as an inde-
pendent hierarchical cluster analysis of the same data (data not
shown). Together, these analyses indicate that OR and IR reper-
toires have distinct physiological properties: although the former
are generally broadly tuned to many esters and alcohols, IRs are
narrowly tuned to select, but diverse, acids and amines.
Peripheral and central spatial maps of IR olfactory
sensory neurons
To characterize the anatomy and function of individual populations
of IRneurons andcompare thesepropertieswith theorganizationof
the OR sensory pathways, we generated and verified the fidelity of a
panel of IR promoter–GAL4 driver transgenes for the antennal-
expressed IRs (see Materials and Methods and data not shown)
(Benton et al., 2009; Croset et al., 2010). IR-expressing coeloconic
OSNs and OR-expressing basiconic and trichoid OSNs are highly
intermingled in this peripheral sensory organ (Shanbhag et al.,
1999).We visualized the distribution of different coeloconic sen-
silla classes (ac1–ac4) with a class-specific IR–GAL4-driven nu-
clear GFP reporter (Fig. 3A). As observed for OR sensilla (de
Bruyne et al., 2001), we found that ac1–ac4 each occupy unique
and stereotyped, but overlapping, regions of the antenna (Fig.
3A) (Benton et al., 2009).
Previous analysis of IR OSNs demonstrated that one (IR76a)
projects to one glomerulus, whereas another (IR64a), unusually,
innervates two glomeruli (Benton et al., 2009; Ai et al., 2010). To
determine the global anatomical organization of this olfactory
subsystem, we traced the axons of each individual population of
IR-expressing OSN class using a GAL4-responsive membrane-
targeted mCD8:GFP reporter. Seven types of coeloconic OSNs,
expressing different IRs, were identified that innervate single,
morphologically distinct glomeruli (Fig. 3B, Table 1) (Laissue et
al., 1999). Although most receptors are expressed in a unique
coeloconic sensillum class, IR75d is expressed in OSNs housed in
ac1, ac2, and ac4 (Fig. 1). The convergence of IR75d neurons to a
single glomerulus suggests that all neurons have the same sensory
function, despite their segregated peripheral expression. IR75a is
expressed in neurons in two sensilla classes: ac2, in which it ap-
pears to be the unique odor-specific receptor, and ac3, in which it
is coexpressedwith IR75b and IR75c (Fig. 1) (Benton et al., 2009).
Our IR75a–GAL4 driver appears to reproduce expression only in
ac2 sensilla, because it labels IR75a-positive neurons that do not
express IR75b (data not shown); subsequent optical imaging ex-
periments indicated that IR75a/IR75b/IR75c neurons in ac3—
for which we do not have a specific driver—are likely to target the
distinct DL2 glomerulus (see below).
Two receptors, IR40a and IR64a, are expressed in neurons
that extend dendrites to the sacculus, a multichamber internal
pocket with putative functions in chemosensation, hygrosensa-
tion, and thermosensation (Shanbhag et al., 1995). As shown
previously (Ai et al., 2010), IR64a neurons project to two glom-
eruli, DC4 and DP1m (Fig. 3C). IR40a neurons have a complex
innervation pattern, consisting of a dorsoventral “column” in the
center of the antennal lobe and a mediolateral “arm” at the pos-
terior (Fig. 3C). IR40aOSNs also veryweakly express IR93a (Ben-
ton et al., 2009), but we did not obtain a faithful reporter for this
gene (data not shown). Similarly, our attempts to construct a
functional reporter for IR21a, which is expressed in neurons in
the arista and sacculus (Benton et al., 2009), were unsuccessful
(data not shown). However, these cells may correspond to those
labeled by an enhancer trap near the brivido1 gene [encoding a
transient receptor potential (TRP) channel] that—consistent
with previous backfill studies (Stocker et al., 1983)—project to
the VP3 glomerulus at the posterior of the antennal lobe (also
referred to as the proximal antennal protocerebrum) (Gallio et
al., 2011). Finally, the neurons expressing two IR coreceptors,
IR8a and IR25a, as well as IR76b, which is expressed in one cell in
each coeloconic sensillum class (Fig. 1), innervatemultiple glom-
eruli (Fig. 3D), consistent with their coexpression with more se-
lectively expressed IRs in multiple classes of antennal OSNs
(Benton et al., 2009; Abuin et al., 2011).
Like OR OSNs, the expression and innervation pattern of IR
OSNs were comparable in both sexes (data not shown), and all
were bilaterally symmetric. In contrast, although all OR OSNs
have bilateral projections (i.e., neurons from one antenna project
to both left and right antennal lobes) (Vosshall et al., 2000; Couto
et al., 2005), we identified—through a series of unilateral anten-
nal deafferation experiments—a subset of IR OSNs that exclu-
sively project ipsilaterally (Fig. 3E). These include IR75d (VL1),
consistent with previous cobalt backfill analyses (Stocker et al.,
1983), and the IR40a axons innervating the column but not most
of the arm (Fig. 3E). Aristal neurons are also strictly ipsilateral
(Stocker et al., 1983).
Knowledge of these IR projections, together with previous
maps of OR innervations (Couto et al., 2005; Fishilevich and
Vosshall, 2005), essentially complete the molecular atlas of an-
tennal lobe sensory input (Fig. 3F, Table 1). Importantly, we
observed no convergence of OR and IR neurons on common
glomeruli. Moreover, in contrast to the intermingling of OSN
somata in the antenna, OR and IR glomeruli are spatially segre-
gated to anterior and posterior zones in the antennal lobe, respec-
tively (Fig. 3F). IR OSNs housed in the same sensillum class
project to fairly dispersed glomeruli in the antennal lobe (Fig.
3G). Sacculus and aristal neuron projections appear, however, to
cluster within a large posterior–central zone (Fig. 3G). Glomeruli
receiving exclusively ipsilateral input, including theV glomerulus
innervated by GR21a/GR63a neurons (Stocker et al., 1983; Scott
et al., 2001; Couto et al., 2005; Jones et al., 2007; Kwon et al.,
2007), are also grouped together in a posterior–ventral portion of
the lobe (Fig. 3H). Notably, the set of IR glomeruli in the Dro-
sophila antennal lobemay represent a homologous compartment
to a putatively conserved and segregated cluster of glomeruli
4
(Figure legend continued.) (2006). Horizontal bars represent themedian values. To calculate
the response profiles of sensilla housing OR-expressing neurons, we summed the re-
sponses of all OR-expressing neurons housed in the same sensillum class (see Materials
and Methods). The functional significance, if any, of the more narrowly tuned ORs (life-
time kurtosis values10) is unknown; the high lifetime kurtosis value for the ab6 sen-
sillum is likely an artifact because this value reflects the tuning of only one of two ORs in
this sensillum [OR49b; the other has not been identified (Couto et al., 2005)]. C, Summed
responses of OR (magenta) (Hallem and Carlson, 2006) and IR (green) OSNs to a set of
odors common to both studies. Odor names are color coded by functional group as in
Figure 1. D, PCA of the physicochemical properties of the best OR and IR ligands (see
Materials andMethods). Top, Data points are colored according to the receptor family they
activate; open circles indicate that the respective odor was present in only the IR or OR
dataset. Bottom, Data points are colored according to their functional group. PC1, PC2,
and PC3 explain 21, 18, and 14% of the variance, respectively.
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Figure 3. Peripheral and central spatialmaps of IR olfactory sensory neurons.A, Peripheral distributions of coeloconic sensilla visualized by expression of a nuclear GFP reporter under the control
of a sensillum class-specific driver: ac1 (IR92a–GAL4;UAS–nlsGFP); ac2 (IR41a–GAL4;UAS–nlsGFP); ac3 (OR35a–GAL4;UAS–nlsGFP); ac4 (IR84a–GAL4;UAS–nlsGFP). Scale bar, 20m. A schematic
representation of these distributions is shown on the left. B–D, Antennal lobes expressing a UAS–mCD8:GFP reporter (or UAS–nsyb:GFP for IR25a) under the control of distinct IR–GAL4 driver
transgenes, stained for GFP (green) and the general neuropil marker mAb nc82 (magenta). Scale bar, 20m. The images are grouped by coeloconic sensilla uniglomerular projections (B), sac-
culus neuron projections (C), and multiglomerular projection of neurons expressing reporters for IR coreceptors (D). E, Antennal lobe projections of IR (Figure legend continues.)
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present in the antennal lobes of honeybees (T4 glomeruli), cock-
roaches (T10 glomeruli), and ants (T7 glomeruli) (Zube et al.,
2008; Nishino et al., 2009; Galizia and Ro¨ssler, 2010;Watanabe et
al., 2010).
Definition of IR neuron odor specificity
To assign odor ligands identified in our electrophysiological
screen to specific IR OSNs, we performed a series of functional
imaging experiments in the antennal lobe (Fig. 4). We ex-
pressed the genetically encoded fluorescent calcium sensor
GCaMP1.6 (Ohkura et al., 2005) in defined subpopulations of
IR OSNs using IR–GAL4 drivers. For each IR population, we
screened the subset of odors shown to evoke electrophysiolog-
ical activity in the corresponding sensillum class in the an-
tenna (Figs. 1, 2A).
Overall, we found excellent correspondence between odor-
evoked peripheral electrophysiological responses in OSN den-
drites (Figs. 1, 2A) and calcium responses in axon termini (Fig.
4). In ac1, IR31a neurons responded to 2-oxopentanoic acid,
whereas IR92a neurons were stimulated, albeit somewhat vari-
ably, by ammonia, pyrrolidine, and dimethylamine. IR75d neu-
rons, which are common to ac1, ac2, and ac4 sensilla, responded
to pyrrolidine, consistent with responses to this odor in all three
of these sensillum classes (Fig. 1). In ac2, IR41a neurons were
activated by all amine ligands (pyridine, 1,4-diaminobutane, ca-
daverine, spermidine, and pyrrolidine). In contrast, IR75a neu-
rons responded robustly to the acid ligands (acetic acid and
propionic acid) as well as to 2,3-butanedione.
We imaged the activity of ac3 IR75a/IR75b/IR75c neurons,
for which we lack a GAL4 line, using the driver line for IR8a,
which is an essential coreceptor in these neurons (Abuin et al.,
2011). Among the 10 glomeruli expressing GCaMP, we
identified one displaying physiological responsiveness that is
distinct from ac2 IR75a (DP1l) neurons and concordant with
peripheral responses of the ac3 neuron, with strong activation
by propionic acid, butyric acid, and butyraldehyde (Fig. 4).
The position of this glomerulus suggested that this corre-
sponds to DL2 (Laissue et al., 1999), although unequivocal
morphological demarcation from its immediate neighbors
was not possible. Finally, in ac4, we observed responses of
IR76a neurons to several amines (including pyrrolidine and
phenylethylamine) and responses of IR84a neurons to pheny-
lacetic acid and phenylacetaldehyde (Fig. 4), consistent with
our previous functional analysis of this receptor (Benton et al.,
2009; Abuin et al., 2011).
We confirmed these ligand/OSN assignments by targeted cell
ablation, in which we used IR drivers to express the cell-
autonomous diphtheria toxin in select IR populations and exam-
ined the corresponding loss of peripheral electrophysiological
responsiveness (data not shown). The only exception was ob-
served in ac1 sensilla in flies expressing diphtheria toxin under
the control of IR92a–GAL4, in which responses to ammonia per-
sisted (data not shown), suggesting either incomplete ablation of
these neurons or the existence of an unidentified ammonia-
responsive cell in this sensillum.
For sacculus IR OSNs, which are inaccessible for electrophys-
iological recordings at the periphery, we confirmed that IR64a
neurons comprise two physiologically distinct populations: one
is responsive to many organic acids and other odors and projects
to DP1m, and the other is selective for free protons and projects
to DC4 (Ai et al., 2010) (data not shown). Although several other
IR neurons respond to carboxylic acids (Figs. 1, 4), only IR64a
DC4 neurons display strong responses to the inorganic acid hy-
drogen chloride, confirming their special role as an olfactory
proton sensor (Fig. 1) (Ai et al., 2010). Stimuli for IR40a or the
aristal-expressed IR21a are unknown. Recent physiological
experiments have found that aristal neurons respond to either
increases or decreases in temperature (Gallio et al., 2011);
cooling responses, at least, depend on TRP channels (Gallio et
al., 2011), and the contribution of IR21a to thermosensation,
if any, is unclear.
Functional and developmental organization of IR
sensory input
With knowledge of odor ligands for nearly all IR OSN popu-
lations, we generated a functional map of IR sensory represen-
tation in the antennal lobe (Fig. 5A). This map revealed a
notable chemotopic organization of this olfactory subsystem,
in which acid-responsive glomeruli were clustered in the dor-
sal–posterior region, whereas amine-responsive glomeruli
were located more ventrally (Fig. 5B). Furthermore, the dorsal
group of IR glomeruli appeared to correspond closely with the
subset innervated by neurons strongly expressing the IR8a
coreceptor (Fig. 3D). Indeed, genetic analysis of IR8amutants
has shown that IR64a, IR75a, and IR84a acid-sensing recep-
tors depend on this IR8a for their localization and/or function
(Abuin et al., 2011). We additionally confirmed that IR31a neuron
responses to the newly identified ligand, 2-oxopentanoic acid, are also
dependent on IR8a (data not shown). Thus, IR8a appears to be a
dedicated coreceptor for acid-sensitive IRs, and the correspond-
ing OSNs project to a cluster of glomeruli in the antennal lobe
(Fig. 5B,C).
Conversely, we showed previously that the second corecep-
tor, IR25a, is essential for 1,4-diaminobutane responses in ac2
(here shown to correspond to IR41a neurons) and phenyleth-
ylamine responses of IR76a neurons in ac4 (Abuin et al.,
2011). Moreover, we also established that IR75d neuron pyr-
rolidine responses in ac4 are also IR25a dependent (data not
shown). IR25a thus may represent a universal coreceptor for
amine-sensing IRs, possibly in collaboration with IR76b,
which is coexpressed in all of these IR subpopulations (Benton
et al., 2009; Abuin et al., 2011) (Fig. 1). The corresponding
IR25a-dependent neurons target a ventral group of glomeruli
within the antennal lobe (Fig. 5C).
In addition to the spatial and functional dichotomy of these
two groups of IR neurons, we noticed that they are also distin-
guished developmentally by their requirement for the activity of
Notch signaling. The Notch pathway is required to differentiate
the receptor expression profile and glomerular projections of
OSNs derived from the two daughter cells of a common precur-
sor (Endo et al., 2007); this occurs through a process of lateral
inhibition, in which one daughter acquires a high level of Notch
activity and thereby suppresses Notch activity in its sibling (Ro-
drigues and Hummel, 2008). We observed that, when data is
available, all IR25a-dependent OSNs (four of four populations)
4
(Figure legend continued.) neurons, visualized as in B–D, in animals subject to unilateral (left)
deafferation 10 d before staining. Scale bar, 20m. F, Three-dimensional reconstruction of a
female left antennal lobe, orientated from different viewpoints, illustrating segregation of OR
(purple) and IR (green) OSN-innervated glomeruli. G, Posterior view of the 3D reconstruction
shown inF inwhich glomeruli innervatedbyneurons housed in the sameantennal structure are
highlighted. H, Distribution of antennal lobe glomeruli receiving bilateral (cyan) or exclusively
ipsilateral (yellow) sensory input, as determined by the unilateral deafferation experiments
shown in E. D, Dorsal; L, lateral; M, medial; V, ventral.
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correspond to those deriving from a daughter cell with high
Notch activity (“Notch ON”), whereas all IR8a-dependent
OSNs (five of five populations) derive from the daughter with
low Notch activity (“Notch OFF”) (Fig. 5D, Table 1) (Endo et
al., 2007). Thus, within IR OSNs, Notch signaling may serve to
distinguish acid-sensing/IR8a-dependent and amine-sensing/
IR25a-dependent OSNs in several different lineages. The
Notch-dependent functional diversification of IR OSNs may
provide a simple developmental mechanism to couple phar-
macologically distinct OSNs within individual sensilla and so
offer a potential means to increase the dynamic range of indi-
vidual neurons (Vermeulen and Rospars, 2004). Indeed, ago-
nists for one neuron in a sensillum often antagonize activity in
another [e.g., in ac4, amine ligands for IR76a/IR76b strongly
reduce calcium signals in IR84a neurons (Fig. 4)]. Such an
“opponent signaling” strategy may also enhance odor discrim-
ination (French et al., 2011).
Other mechanisms must presumably exist to control the se-
lection and glomerular targeting of the precise odor-specific IR in
each sensillar class. These may include Hedgehog signaling,
which is required in a mosaic (but stereotyped) set of glomeruli
that do not correlatewith the acid/IR8a amine/IR25a groups (Fig.
5E) (Chou et al., 2010a).
Evolutionary insights into the functional and anatomical
diversification of the IR olfactory subsystem
In contrast to OR repertoires, which are highly divergent across
even phylogenetically close families of insects, such as fruit flies
andmosquitoes (Hill et al., 2002), the deeper conservation of IRs
offers a possibility to consider how the stepwise expansion of this
receptor repertoire during evolution is linked to the functional
and anatomical diversification of this olfactory subsystem
(Table 1). We first mapped the defined ligand specificities
onto a phylogenetic tree of antennal IRs and iGluRs (Fig. 5F)
(Croset et al., 2010). This revealed an intimate relationship
between receptor evolution and function: IR8a/IR25a core-
ceptor, acid-sensing, and amine-sensing (except IR75d) IRs
belong to three distinct clades (Fig. 5F ), suggestive of their
derivation from ancestral IRs that already exhibited this func-
tional specialization.
Table 1. Pharmacological, molecular, evolutionary, and anatomical properties of the IR olfactory pathways
Receptor
Evolutionary conservationa
Main agonists Coreceptor
Peripheral
expression
OSN central
innervations
Notch
On/Offb
Ipsilateral/
bilateral
Engrailed
Patchedc PN tractdDmel Dgri Agam Cqui Bmor Tcas Amel Nvit Apis Pbar Phum Dpul Isca
IR25a Coreceptor — ac1–ac4, sacculus I
 II, arista many — — — —
IR8a Coreceptor — ac1–ac4, sacculus III many — — — —
IR76b Coreceptor — ac1–ac4 VM1, VM4, VC3, VC5 — — — —
IR93a ? IR25a?i sacculus I
 II VP1?
 novelj — — — ?
IR40a ? IR25a?i sacculus I
 II VP1?
 novelj ? I
 B ? ?
IR21a ?h IR25a?i arista, sacculus III? VP3?k ? In En ?
IR75d Pyrrolidine IR25a ac1,ac2,ac4 VL1 ON I Ptc mACT
IR75a Propionic acid, acetic acid IR8a ac2 DP1l OFF B Ptc iACT
IR41ae 1,4-diaminobutane IR25a ac2 VC5?l ON B ? ?
IR64a
 ?f free protons IR8a sacculus III DC4 ? B En ?
IR64a acids
 other odors IR8a sacculus III DP1m OFF B En iACT
IR92a Ammonia, dimethylamine IR25a ac1 VM1 ON B En iACT
IR75abc Butyric acid IR8a ac3 DL2?m OFF B Ptc/- (d/v)o iACT
IR76a Phenylethylamine IR25a ac4 VM4 ON B Ptc iACT
IR84a Phenylacetic acid IR8a ac4 VL2a OFF B Ptc iACT
mACT
IR31a 2-Oxopentanoic acid IR8a ac1 VL2p OFF B En iACT
mACT
OR35ag Many odors Orco ac3 VC3 ON B Ptc iACT
aSensory channels are ordered by the approximate time of their evolution, as predicted by the conservation across Protostomia of the receptors they express. Data for the solemember of the OR family expressed in coeloconic sensilla, OR35a,
are also shown (Yao et al., 2005). Unless otherwise indicated, all data come from thiswork or fromBenton et al. (2009). Presence of putative receptor orthologs in a species is indicated by a shaded cell. Bioinformatic data is taken fromCroset
et al. (2010) and Smith et al. (2011). Dmel, Drosophila melanogaster; Dgri, Drosophila grimshawi; Agam, Anopheles gambiae; Cqui, Culex quinquefasciatus; Bmor, Bombyx mori; Tcas, Tribolium castaneum; Amel, Apis mellifera; Nvit, Nasonia
vitripennis; Apis, Acyrthosiphon pisum; Pbar, Pogonomyrmex barbatus; Phum, Pediculus humanus humanus; Dpul, Daphnia pulex; Isca, Ixodes scapularis. Note that the absence of certain genes in inner insect lineages (e.g., AmelIR40a and
NvitIR40a) may reflect either loss of these genes or simply gaps in the available genome sequence.
bData from Endo et al. (2007).
cData from Chou et al. (2010a).
dData fromMarin et al. (2002),Wong et al. (2002), Jefferis et al. (2007), and Chiang et al. (2011). PNs arising from anterodorsal and lateral neuroblasts project their axons via the inner antennocerebral tract (iACT), sending collaterals to the
mushroombody calyx and terminating in the lateral horn. Axons of PNs arising from the ventral neuroblast project via themiddle antennocerebral tract (mACT) directly to the lateral horn, bypassing themushroombody completely (Fig. 6 A).
eIR41a was not detected by RNA in situ hybridization in our previous analysis (Benton et al., 2009), but reannotation of the gene structure (Croset et al., 2010) and subsequent RNA probe redesign revealed coexpression of IR41a with IR76b
in ac2 neurons (data not shown).
fIR64a is necessary for responses of DC4 neurons to acid stimuli (free protons) but is not sufficient to confer acid responses when misexpressed (Ai et al., 2010), suggesting the existence of an additional receptor.
gData from Couto et al. (2005), Fishilevich and Vosshall (2005), and Yao et al. (2005).
hAristal neurons have been shown to function as thermosensors (Gallio et al., 2011), but the role of IR21a in mediating physiological responses to temperature changes, if any, is unknown.
iThe coreceptor IR25a, but not IR8a, is robustly expressed in these populations of neurons (Benton et al., 2009), suggesting that it may act as a coreceptor for these sacculus and aristal IRs.
jVP1was originally described, through cobalt backfill analysis, as one of the five glomeruli receiving unilateral input located between VP2 and VP3 (Stocker et al., 1983). The complete morphology of this glomerulus has not been reported,
however, and the inability to visualize this neuropil with nc82 staining has led to subsequent antennal lobemaps either excluding VP1 (Laissue et al., 1999; Couto et al., 2005) or presenting different representations of its position (Chou et
al., 2010a; Yu et al., 2010a). The location and unilateral innervation of the column part of the IR40a axonal arbors in the antennal lobe suggests that a subset of these neurons could correspond to the “VP1 neurons” described by Stocker et
al. (1983)but that IR40a-expressingOSNs comprise aheterogeneouspopulationwithmoreextensiveandnovel innervations in theantennal lobe.Althougha faithfulGAL4 reporter for IR93a is not available, coexpressionof endogenous IR93a
and IR40a in the sacculus (Benton et al., 2009) allows us to infer the central projections of IR93a neurons.
kAristal neurons were shown to innervate VP2 and VP3 glomeruli by cobalt backfill analysis (Stocker et al., 1983). A GAL4 reporter for GR28b.d is expressed in a subpopulation of aristal neurons and innervates the medial VP2 glomerulus
(Thorne and Amrein, 2008). We found that IR21a mRNA is expressed in the complementary set of aristal neurons to this reporter line (data not shown), suggesting that IR21a neurons correspond to those innervating the lateral VP3
glomerulus.
lIR41a projections may correspond to the novel glomerulus described by Endo et al. (2007).
mThe innervation of IR75a/IR75b/IR75c ac3 neurons was deduced by correlation of peripheral electrophysiological and central optical imaging data (Figs. 1, 4) but could not be verified by a specific GAL4 line.
nIpsilateral projections of aristal neurons were demonstrated in cobalt backfill analysis (Stocker et al., 1983).
oSeveral analyses divide the DL2 glomerulus morphologically into dorsal (d) and ventral (v) compartments (Laissue et al., 1999), although their functional distinction, if any, is unknown.
? and— indicate when data are unavailable or inapplicable, respectively.
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Although the molecular basis of IR li-
gand specificity remains essentially unchar-
acterized, we previously demonstrated that
IR84a ligand responses depend on an argi-
nine residue, R317, which aligns with the
conserved arginine in iGluR ligand-binding
domains that contacts the-carboxyl group
of glutamate (Armstrong et al., 1998; Ben-
ton et al., 2009; Abuin et al., 2011). Notably,
this arginine is conserved in all acid-sensing
IRs (IR31a, IR64a, IR75a, IR75b, IR75c,
IR84a)butdivergent in theamine-sensing IRs
(IR41a, IR76a, IR92a) (Benton et al., 2009).
This observation hints at a conserved ligand
binding mechanism between iGluRs and
acid-sensing IRs in which this arginine con-
jugates the carboxyl group of the ligands of
both of these receptor types.
Because the evolution of a new odor-
specific IR gene is necessarily ultimately
coupled to the evolution of a new glomer-
ulus, we asked whether the extant spatial
organization of IR glomeruli reflects the
order in which they have evolved. We cal-
culated the distance between the geomet-
ric centers of all pairs of IR glomeruli in
the antennal lobe and plotted these values
against a measure of sequence divergence
between the corresponding pairs of odor-
specific IRs (receptors inmultiglomerular
neuron classes—IR40a, IR64a, and IR co-
receptors—were excluded from this anal-
ysis). Importantly, we observed a positive
correlation between these properties (r
0.62; Mantel test, p  0.005, 10,000 per-
mutations), that is, neurons expressing
more similar receptors—which are pre-
sumed to arise frommore recent common
ancestral IR genes—tend to project to
more closely positioned glomeruli (Fig.
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Figure 4. Definition of IR neuron odor specificity. Odor-evoked calcium responses in axon termini in the antennal lobe (AL) of
individual populations of IR OSNswere visualizedwithUAS–GCaMP1.6 expressed under the control of the indicated IR–GAL4 lines.
IR OSNs are organized by coeloconic sensilla class (ac1–ac4). The schematic at the top left shows the view of the antennal lobes in
4
the in vivo preparation. For each IR neuron population, a raw
fluorescence image shows the position in the antennal lobe of
the corresponding glomerulus. The responses to the best li-
gands (color coded by chemical class as in Fig. 1) of each sen-
sillar class, together with solvent controls, are shown as heat
maps. Eachbox represents the relative changes in fluorescence
measured in seven flies during 10 s recordings. The black line
under the boxes indicates the stimulation time (1 s). The range
of the color scale was adjusted for each OSN type and is indi-
catedwithin the scale bar, with the vertical white or black line
showing the position of zero fluorescence change. Responses
in the DL2 glomerulus (red oval), presumed to be innervated
by ac3 IR75a/IR75b/IR75c neurons, were visualized using the
IR8a–GAL4 driver. For ammonia responses in ac1 IR92a neu-
rons and pyrrolidine responses in ac2 IR41a neurons, the stan-
dard 1% stimulus concentration appeared to cause sensory
adaption, and the strongest odor-evoked responses in these
caseswas observed at 0.1 and 0.01% stimulus concentrations,
respectively (data not shown). Certain IR75d OSN response
data are replicated across ac1, ac2, and ac4—in which this
receptor is expressed—for ease of comparison of different
neural responses within sensillum types.
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5G). A similar relationship has been de-
scribed for glomeruli innervated by basi-
conic sensilla ORs (Couto et al., 2005).
These observations suggest a model in
which new glomeruli arise from the seg-
regation of axons of OSNs expressing
recently duplicated receptor genes within
a “parental” glomerulus (discussed in
Ramdya and Benton, 2010).
Anatomy of processing and higher-
order representations of IR and OR
olfactory pathways
OSNs synapse with both LNs, whose pro-
cesses are restricted to the antennal lobe,
and PNs, which connect the primary ol-
factory center with the mushroom body
(MB) and lateral horn (LH) of the proto-
cerebrum (Fig. 6A) (Masse et al., 2009).
Recent large-scale anatomical analyses of
LNs and PNs (Wong et al., 2002; Jefferis et
al., 2007; Lin et al., 2007; Chou et al.,
2010b; Yu et al., 2010a; Chiang et al.,
2011) allowed us to examine the organiza-
tion of these elements of the olfactory cir-
cuits receiving input from IR-expressing
OSNs and compare this with OR-
dependent olfactory circuitry.
A minimum of 100 ipsilaterally and
100 bilaterally projecting LNs are esti-
mated to innervate each antennal lobe
(Chou et al., 2010b). The probablemajor-
ity of these express the inhibitory neu-
rotransmitter GABA, but a significant
fraction are likely to be excitatory (either
glutamatergic or cholinergic) (Olsen et
al., 2007; Shang et al., 2007; Grosjean et
al., 2008; Chou et al., 2010b). Detailed
morphological analysis of individual LNs
reveals considerable diversity in their glo-
merular innervation patterns (Chou et al.,
2010b; Seki et al., 2010). We asked
whether any LNs selectively discriminate
between OR and IR glomeruli by repeat-
ing the hierarchical cluster analysis of glo-
merular innervation patterns for the set of
1489 single-labeled unilateral LNs and 43
single-labeled bilateral LNs (Chou et al.,
2010b) and segregating these by OR and
IR glomerular classes (Fig. 6B). The vast
majority of LNs display broad innervation
of many glomeruli in the antennal lobe
and do not discriminate between the OR
and IR glomerular domains. However,
subsets of unilateral and bilateral LNs (la-
beled “1” in Fig. 6B) are almost exclu-
sively restricted to the posteriormost
glomeruli (VP1–VP3), which receive in-
put from sacculus and aristal sensory neu-
rons. Furthermore, we also note the
existence of both unilateral and bilateral
LNs that innervate known acid-sensing
(DL2, DP1m, DP1l, VL2a, VL2p) but not
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Figure 5. Evolutionary, developmental, and functional organization of IR sensory input. A, A functional map of the antennal
lobe summarizing the principal ligands and receptors corresponding to each IR glomerulus. B, Distribution of target glomeruli
receiving input from acid-sensitive (red) and amine-sensitive (blue) OSNs. Dark gray glomeruli, in this and subsequent panels,
represent IR glomeruli for which data is unavailable; light gray glomeruli correspond to those innervated by OR-expressing OSNs.
C, Distribution of target glomeruli receiving input from IR8a-dependent (red) and IR25a-dependent (blue) OSNs. The innervations
of IR40aneurons are shown in light bluebecause theseneurons robustly coexpress IR25a, but not IR8a, although their function and
coreceptor dependency is unknown. D, Distribution of target glomeruli receiving input from OSNs in which Notch signaling is
inactive (Notch OFF) (red) or active (Notch ON) (blue), based on data from Endo et al. (2007). E, Distribution of target glomeruli
receiving input fromOSNs inwhich a Patched (magenta) or Engrailed (green) reporter is active, representing proteins that receive
or regulate Hedgehog signals, respectively, based on data from Chou et al. (2010a). F, Phylogenetic tree of antennal IRs and
selected iGluRs. The sequenceswere alignedwithProbCons (Doet al., 2005). The treewasbuilt usingPhyML (GuindonandGascuel,
2003) based on a manually cleaned alignment with 1000 bootstrap replicates. Filled circles indicate a bootstrap support of90,
open circles indicate a bootstrap support between 70 and 90. iTOL (Letunic and Bork, 2007) was used to view and graphically edit
the tree. The phylogeny was rooted using the iGluRs. The scale bar represents the expected number of substitutions per site. G,
Scatter plot of glomerular separation (distance between geometric centers) versus molecular distance (a measure of primary
sequence divergence) for all 36 pairwise combinations of uniglomerular IRs. The sequences were aligned using ProbCons (proba-
bilistic consistency), and the JTT (Jones, Taylor, and Thornton)method as implemented inMEGA (Tamura et al., 2007) was used to
calculate the pairwise molecular distances. D, Dorsal; L, lateral; M, medial; V, ventral.
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Figure 6. Neuroanatomy of processing and higher-order representations of IR-dependent odor stimuli.A, A schematic of higher olfactory brain center anatomy. PNs take one of two tracts to the
higher centers, the inner antennocerebral tract (iACT) or mACT, depending on whether they derive from the anterodorsal/lateral neuroblasts or ventral neuroblast, respectively. B, Glomerular
innervation patterns of 1489 singly labeled unilateral LNs (top) or 43 singly labeled bilateral LNs (bottom) organized by hierarchical clustering, using data from Chou et al. (2010b). Each row
represents the innervation pattern of a single LN (blue, innervated; yellow, non-innervated). The columns represent 54 glomeruli, arranged by sensillar (Figure legend continues.)
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amine-sensing (VL1, VM1, VM4) IR glomeruli (labeled “2” in
Fig. 6B), suggesting the possibility for selective modulation
within this functional class of glomeruli. However, these LNs also
innervate many OR glomeruli. We conclude that, although OR
and IR sensory inputs are spatially segregated in the antennal lobe
(Fig. 3F), extensive lateral inhibitory and excitatory interactions
mediated by LNs are likely to occur between OR and IR
glomeruli.
Most PN dendrites, like OSN axons, innervate single glomer-
uli (Vosshall and Stocker, 2007; Masse et al., 2009). The axons of
PNs innervating the same glomerulus (typically three to five neu-
rons) display stereotyped innervations of the LH and/or MB
(Marin et al., 2002; Wong et al., 2002; Jefferis et al., 2007). The
map of odor representation in higher brain centers formed by PN
axons receiving input from OR glomeruli is characterized by sig-
nificant spatial convergence and divergence, whichmay reflect inte-
grationand segregationofolfactory informationdetectedbydistinct
ORs (Marin et al., 2002;Wong et al., 2002). For example, within the
LH,PNpartnersofOSNsexpressing fruitodor-responsiveORshave
clustered axonal projections, and these segregate fromPNs receiving
input from candidate pheromone-responsive OSNs (Jefferis et al.,
2007). Optical imaging of PN responses suggest thatOSN responses
are generally faithfully transmitted to these second-order neurons
(Ng et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2003), although electrophysiological
analyses indicate that significant transformations occur in at least
someOSN–PN synapses to increase reliability and separability of
odor-evoked PN activity patterns (Wilson et al., 2004; Bhanda-
wat et al., 2007).
Having defined novel IR-dependent sensory inputs to previ-
ously orphan glomeruli, we analyzed the spatial organization of
their partner PNs in the MB and LH. We integrated data from
Wong et al. (2002), Jefferis et al. (2007), and Chiang et al. (2011),
which together allowed us to map 13 PN classes innervating 9
glomeruli that receive input from 9 of 13 IR-positive OSN classes
(Fig. 6C), permitting broad comparison of their properties with
PNs receiving input from OR glomeruli (Fig. 6D). Several poly-
glomerular PN classes that exclusively innervate IR glomeruli
have also been identified (poly[L1–L4]) (Yu et al., 2010a), but the
role of such neurons in olfactory processing is unknown, and we
do not consider them further here.
Like OR PNs, IR PNs originating from the same glomerulus
had very similar axon projection patterns in the LH (Wong et al.,
2002; Jefferis et al., 2007) (data not shown), suggesting that they
also provide anatomically stereotyped input to this olfactory cen-
ter. Such morphological stereotypy may also exist in the MB but
is harder to visualize (Jefferis et al., 2007). Importantly, axonal
termini of IR and OR PNs are extensively interdigitated within
both the MB and the LH (Fig. 6D). Thus, although IR- and OR-
dependent sensory signals are initially physically segregated
within the antennal lobe (Fig. 3F), this information is likely to be
reintegrated in higher olfactory centers. We note, however, that
some regions of the LH are spared by the IR PNs that wemapped,
in particular the most dorsal part of this center.
We next asked whether functionally related subgroups of IR
PNs might target discrete regions of the LH, revealing additional
topography in this structure. We therefore examined the relative
projection patterns of PNs connected to acid-sensing/IR8a-
dependent and amine-sensing/IR25a-dependent glomeruli (Fig.
6E). Although there are too few PN classes for a formal statistical
analysis, the terminals of amine-sensing IR PNs are primarily
restricted to a posterior ventral region of the lateral horn. If this
organization is confirmed, itmay represent functional specializa-
tion of this region, or perhaps a relic of development or evolution.
We also note that several IR PN classes (vVL2a, vVL2p, vVL1)
derive from the ventral neuroblast and therefore follow the me-
dial antennocerebral axon tract (mACT) that bypasses the MB
and targets directly the LH (Fig. 6A,C, Table 1). The pursuit of
this tract may be behaviorally significant for the olfactory infor-
mation these pathways transduce, because the MB is a locus of
olfactory learning whereas the LH is generally considered to me-
diate innate odor-evoked behaviors (Heisenberg, 2003). Indeed,
the only other known uniglomerular vPN classes, vDA1 and
vVA1lm, are those implicated in regulation of the innate male
courtship ritual (Stockinger et al., 2005; Jefferis et al., 2007).
Thus, we speculate that these three IR circuits also control innate
olfactory behaviors. VL2a and VL2p are also innervated by PNs
that follow the inner antennocerebral tract and project to both
the MB and LH, indicating that stimuli detected by these olfac-
tory channels have two distinct neural representations in higher
brain centers (Fig. 6C).
Behavioral integration of odor stimuli by OR and IR
sensory channels
We investigated the contribution of IR circuits to odor-evoked
behaviors by screening for innate responses of flies to IR odor
ligands in a T-maze choice assay (Helfand andCarlson, 1989). To
focus on responses potentially mediated by IR sensory input, we
studied the behavior of flies mutant for the OR coreceptor Orco
(formerly called OR83b), which lack the function of the entire
OR repertoire (Larsson et al., 2004) and are often described as
anosmic. These flies displayed responses to a number of IR li-
gands that varied both in magnitude and valence: for example,
carboxylic acids evoked different degrees of behavioral aversion,
whereas ammonia was moderately attractive (Fig. 7A). Thus,
knowledge of ligands for the IR olfactory subsystem has allowed
us to uncover significant olfactory capacity of animals that are
devoid of OR sensory input. We note that the valence and mag-
nitude of behavioral responses observed are very likely to depend
on the olfactory assay and the animal’s internal state; acids, for
example, can be attractive in other experimental contexts (Becher
et al., 2010; Ibba et al., 2010).
When odor-evoked responses of Orco mutants were com-
pared with those of wild-type flies, we observed varying types
of modifications to these behaviors (Fig. 7A). Some responses,
such as those to pyrrolidine, were unchanged, suggesting no
contribution of OR circuits to detection of this odor. In con-
4
(Figure legend continued.) class to broadly demarcate the IR andORolfactory subsystems. VA7m
(marked with a “?”) is innervated by amolecularly undefined population of OSNs. Vertical lines
to the left of the table mark subsets of LNs with notable glomerular innervations (see Results).
Cluster analysis, using complete linkage and Euclidean distances, was performed using R soft-
ware (www.r-project.org). C, Plots of single representative traced neurons, after registration,
for 13 available PN classes innervating IR glomeruli. PN classes are ordered by putative func-
tional classes (defined by corresponding IR OSN inputs) and then by IR gene name. VL2a and
VL2p are innervated by PNs derived from both lateral and ventral neuroblasts that follow the
iACT and mACT tracts, respectively; the “v” suffix denotes the latter type. PNs are colored ac-
cording to the classes described in E. Raw image data for different PN classes are from the
following sources: VL2a (Wong et al., 2002); vVL1, VL2p, VM1 (Jefferis et al., 2007); DL2d, DL2v,
DP1l, VC3l, VC3m, vVL2a, vVL2p,VM1,VM4 (Chianget al., 2011).D, 3D renderingsof tracings for
all registeredOR (purple/pink) and IR (dark/lightgreen)PNclasses. Separate renderings for iACT
and mACT PNs (in paler colors) are shown to the right. Data for OR PNs is adapted from Jefferis
et al. (2007). E, 3D renderings of tracings for all registered IR PNs innervating IR8a-dependent/
acid-responsive glomeruli (red: IR31a/VL2p, IR64a/DP1m, IR75a/DP1l, IR75abc/DL2, IR84a/
VL2a), IR25a-dependent/amine-responsive glomeruli (blue: IR76b/VM4, IR75d/VL1, IR92a/
VM1), and PNs innervating other IR-positive glomeruli (gray: IR76b/OR35a/VC3). Paler red and
blue colors are used for mACT neurons. D, Dorsal; L, lateral; M, medial; V, ventral.
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trast, aversion to butyraldehyde in wild-type flies was higher
than in Orco mutants, indicating a contribution of Orco to
avoidance of this odor; we note that butyraldehyde weakly
activates a number of different ORs (Hallem and Carlson,
2006; Galizia et al., 2010).
Surprisingly, avoidance responses to carboxylic acids were
consistently smaller in control flies than in Orcomutants (Fig.
7A), suggesting that OR sensory channels may have antagonis-
tic effects on acid avoidance behaviors. We explored this in-
teraction by first confirming that the increased avoidance of
acetic acid by Orco mutants is attributable to loss of function
of OR sensory neurons, by restoring wild-type behavior with
an Orco rescue transgene (Fig. 7B). To determine whether the
avoidance behavior of Orco mutants was IR dependent, we
used mutants of the coreceptor for all acid-sensing IRs, IR8a.
Indeed, Orco,IR8a double mutants no longer avoided acetic
acid, whereas avoidance was restored when we introduced an
IR8a rescue transgene in this background (Fig. 7B). The role
for IR circuits in acid avoidance may in large part be ascribed
to IR64a, which comprises a subunit of a dedicated olfactory
proton sensor (Ai et al., 2010), although other carboxylic acid-
sensing IRs do exist (Figs. 1, 4).
These results confirm the role of IR8a-dependent pathways
in mediating acetic acid avoidance but raise the question of
howOR-dependent pathways act to suppress this avoidance in
wild-type animals. One possibility is that a population of OR-
expressing neurons mediates attraction to acetic acid, which
may be integrated with aversive signals from IR pathways in
higher centers to produce a behavioral decision. However, we
and others have not found robust responses of any OR neu-
rons to acetic acid (Hallem and Carlson, 2006; Galizia et al.,
2010) (data not shown). Furthermore, IR8amutant animals—
which have intact OR sensory input—do not show attraction
to acetic acid, as would be predicted by this hypothesis (Fig.
7B). We therefore currently favor a model in which transmis-
sion of acid-evoked IR signals are suppressed by basal, Orco-
dependent activity of OR OSNs, perhaps through the LN
network that bridges these olfactory subsystems in the anten-
nal lobe (Fig. 6B).
Future studies using the genetic reporters for specific IR
neuron populations will permit exploration of their individual
and combined contributions to olfactory behavior and how
the information they transmit is integrated with OR-
dependent pathways. Moreover, distinct behavioral para-
digms may reveal other functions of IR circuits, for example,
those controlling social behaviors.
Discussion
The nose is a dynamically evolving sensory system that adapts to
a constantly changing external world of odor stimuli. As such,
olfactory systems provide attractive models to understand how
novel neuronal pathways emerge. Although the timing of the
origin of animal olfactory systems is unknown—and might re-
flect more than one independent evolutionary event (Strausfeld
and Hildebrand, 1999; Benton, 2006) —we may reasonably as-
sume that insect IR and OR olfactory circuits derive from a com-
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Figure 7. Behavioral integration of odor stimuli by OR and IR sensory channels. A, Response
indices (RIs) of Orco1 mutant and wild-type (w1118) flies to a set of IR and OR odor ligands in a
T-maze choice assay (see Materials and Methods). Bars indicate the median of 7–12 indepen-
dent experiments and the first and third quartiles of the distribution. Asterisks indicate that the
comparison between the two genotypes for a given odor resulted in an adjusted p value of
	0.05 (Mann–Whitney U test, p values corrected with the Benjamini–Hochberg method for
multiple comparisons). Ligands are colored according to their chemical class as in Figure 1. B,
4
Response indices to 10% acetic acid in the T-maze of flies of the following genotypes (top to
bottom): (i)w118, (ii)ORCO1, (iii)ORCO1,ORCOrescue, (iv) IR8a1;ORCO1, (v) IR8a1, IR8arescue;ORCO1
and (vi) IR8a1. Bars labeledwith different letters are significantly different (adjusted p	 0.05,
all pairwise comparisons with Mann–Whitney U test corrected with the Benjamini–Hochberg
method for multiple comparisons, n 15–16).
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mon chemosensory system in the ancestral insect. What insights
can our physiological and anatomical analyses of these extant
olfactory sensory pathways inDrosophila offer into how and why
their spectacular functional diversity has arisen?
Ontogeny and phylogeny in olfactory
system neuroarchitecture
The broad protostome conservation of IRs contrasts with the
restriction of ORs to insect genomes and suggests that IRs were
the first olfactory receptor repertoire in insects (Robertson et al.,
2003; Croset et al., 2010). This hypothesis is further supported by
developmental properties of these olfactory subsystems: IR
(coeloconic 
 sacculus 
 arista) and OR (basiconic 

trichoid) sensory structures in the antenna are specified inde-
pendently by the related basic helix–loop–helix transcription
factors Atonal and Amos, respectively (Gupta and Rodrigues,
1997; Goulding et al., 2000; zur Lage et al., 2003; Benton et al.,
2009). Atonal is probably the ancestral olfactory proneural
gene, because it has functional orthologs in mammals (Wang
et al., 2002), whereas Amos appears to be the product of an
insect-specific duplication event (Goulding et al., 2000;
Maung and Jarman, 2007). Thus, the order of evolution of
these upstream developmental regulators correlates with that
of the sensory receptor repertoires they ultimately induce. The
developmental timing of IR andOR circuit specification is also
staggered: Atonal-expressing sensory organ precursors differ-
entiate before those expressing Amos (zur Lage et al., 2003).
This sequence may be important because Atonal (IR-
expressing) OSNs are thought to pioneer glomerular forma-
tion in the adult antennal lobe (Jhaveri and Rodrigues, 2002).
Although IRs, like ORs, are not themselves required for OSN
axon guidance (Ai et al., 2010) (Y.G. and R.B., unpublished
observations), the development of the peripheral olfactory
system may be an example of “ontogeny recapitulating phy-
logeny” (Gould, 1977), that is, where more recently evolved
structures—in this case, OR olfactory pathways—appear later
in development. Such developmental properties may also exist
in central olfactory circuit elements: PNs are born in a strictly
defined order during embryonic and larval development (Jef-
feris et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2010a), and among the six PN classes
innervating IR glomeruli for which birth time is known, five
are specified in the earliest steps of this lineage in the embryo
before the vast majority of OR PN classes (Yu et al., 2010a).
The functional significance of the observed spatial separation
of OR and IR olfactory subsystems, as well as the ipsilateral/
bilateral innervation patterns are unknown; it is possible that these
properties are simply a consequence of the developmental origins of
the antennal lobe.
The “two noses” of the fly
What selective advantages have insects gained from evolving
two independent olfactory subsystems? Although many ana-
tomical properties of the circuits are conserved in these two
subsystems, IR and OR sensory channels are most clearly dis-
tinguished by their ligand-tuning properties. The preferential
recognition of water-soluble, hydrophilic acids and amines by
IRs is consistent with these classes of molecules being the pre-
dominant chemical signals detected by the aquatic ancestor of
protostomes, and many are metabolic derivatives of amino
acids that are common chemosensory signals for extant
aquatic animals (Derby and Sorensen, 2008). The tuning of
IRs to volatile chemicals bearing amine and carboxyl side
chains probably reflects the derivation of these chemosensory
receptors from amino acid-binding iGluRs (Croset et al.,
2010).
The distinction in ligand preferences of OR and IR repertoires
is likely to be conserved in other insect species. For example, the
OR repertoire of the malaria mosquito, Anopheles gambiae, is
sensitive to many different chemical classes of odors but not car-
boxylic acids or amines (Carey et al., 2010). Mosquito antennae
bear sensilla tuned to acids and amines (Qiu et al., 2006), and we
suggest that these house neurons expressing mosquito IR or-
thologs (Croset et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010). Although carboxylic
acids and amines are critical for mammalian host-seeking behav-
ior in mosquitoes (Smallegange et al., 2005), their ecological sig-
nificance in Drosophila is less clear. Acids and amines may, for
example, signal over-fermentation (Ai et al., 2010) or sources of
proteins, respectively, in the food substrates of these flies. Alter-
natively, these odors—in contrast to their effect onmosquitoes—
may repel insects from non-useful (and potentially dangerous)
mammals (Hill et al., 2010).
ORs appear to have derived from the gustatory receptor
family of contact chemosensors (Robertson et al., 2003),
which have been identified in insects as well as in aquatic
arthropods (Pen˜alva-Arana et al., 2009). One possible driving
force for the evolution of this second family of olfactory re-
ceptors is the evolution of terrestrial insects from aquatic ar-
thropod ancestors 400–450 million years ago (Robertson et
al., 2003; Engel and Grimaldi, 2004). Such a dramatic change
in environmental media would have exposed the insect ances-
tor to several new classes of chemicals, including those that are
water insoluble. Many of these novel odors are likely to have
been produced by plants, whose colonization of land at450–
500 million years ago may have just preceded the evolution of
insects (Rubinstein et al., 2010). Indeed, the preferential li-
gands of most Drosophila ORs are hydrophobic esters and
alcohols that are abundant in vegetal tissues (Nijssen, 2004;
Hallem and Carlson, 2006).
Beyond the appearance of different olfactory receptor rep-
ertoires, our comparative genomics (Croset et al., 2010), mo-
lecular (Abuin et al., 2011), and present physiological and
neuroanatomical studies provide a comprehensive view into
the functional evolution of the IR repertoire itself. The clearer
phylogenetic relationships of IR genes across divergent species
allows predictions to be made about the precise order in which
individual olfactory pathways have evolved and open the pos-
sibility for future comparative studies of “older” and
“younger” olfactory pathways to define the genetic basis and
functional significance of olfactory circuit evolution.
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